Art Fair Scavenger Hunt

We invite you to use this as a way to interact with art today!

1. **MONSTERS** are at the Art Fair! Can you find them?

2. There are **WILD CATS** too! Draw your own monster or wild cat here.  

3. When you look at art, you can ask yourself,  
   “What is the **SUBJECT** of the work? What does the art depict?”  
   How many different **SUBJECTS** can you find at the Art Fair?

   ___ monsters _______  ________________  ________________
   ___ wild cats _______  ________________  ________________
   ____________________  ________________  ________________

4. Some art is nice to look at AND it serves a purpose...like a ceramic mug.  
   Can you find at least three other examples of **FUNCTIONAL ART**?

5. Patterns, Patterns Everywhere! ** PATTERNS** in art can be made by repeating shapes, lines, or colors. Can you find and draw some of the patterns you see?

6. The word **pyrography** comes from the Greek words ‘pur’, meaning fire and ‘graphos’, meaning to draw. ‘**Drawing with fire**.’ Can you find the artist who uses this wood-burning medium?

7. If the Greek word ‘photo’ means light, then **photography** means _______________.  
   Can you find a favorite photographic art at this year’s South Haven Art Fair?

Return the clipboard to the family art tent and receive a glow in the dark temporary tattoo! Thank you for attending the South Haven Art Fair!